
exit Stopper

Features
* Highly visible ‘stop sign’ design discourages wrongful
use of extinguisher
* Sounds a powerful 98dB (at 1 metre) warning alarm when
activated (95dB low volume setting if desired)

* Self contained 9 VDC alkaline power source is provided
* Lifetime guarantee against breakage of polycarbonate housing
(one year on electronic components)

* Virtually indestructible polycarbonate housing
* Deactivation cable is provided for service by
authorised personnel

* Remote powered 12 or 24 VDC model available
* Compact design (136mm/5.35” diameter and 50mm/1.97”
deep) mounts easily next to the extinguisher

* For fire extinguishers housed in cabinets, refer to the STI 6255

STI EXTINGUISHER AND HOSE REEL STOPPER
Stop theft, vandalism or misuse of fire extinguishers and hose 
reels.
If you are fed up with replacing or recharging your fire 
extinguisher, this sturdy, tamper-proof, self-contained device is 
the answer. It has proven highly effective in helping stop theft, 
misuse or vandalism of fire extinguishers and hose reels.

The Extinguisher Stopper will leave the extinguisher totally 
accessible for emergencies and will not interfere in the event 
of a real fire.

HOW IT WORKS
Its highly visible ‘stop sign’ design discourages wrongful use.
If the protected fire extinguisher is moved from its normal 
position, an integral sounder emits a piercing alarm. The device 
is easy to install and a deactivation cable is supplied for ease of 
servicing the extinguisher.
The Extinguisher Stopper is supplied complete with an 
operating cable kit and a 9V PP3 alkaline battery.

moDeLS aVaiLaBLe
STI 6200 Extinguisher Stopper
(includes operating cable kit)

acceSSorieS
STI 6204 Service/deactivation cable
STI 6205 Operating cable kit
(includes operating cable and seal)
STI 6206 Seal
STI F021 Tamper key
NB: The STI 6200 comes complete with
everything needed for a single
extinguisher installation

  **** Can Be Used On Hose Reels ****


